
Request form for Documents Delivery via Electronic Mail (E-mail)  

Date………………………….. 

To Krungsri Securities Public Company Limited 

I (Mr./Mrs./Miss)....................................................... Account Number                                                            

would like to receive the documents related to securities trading and derivatives trading of all 

my securities trading accounts and derivatives trading account that are currently opened or 

may be opened in the future via electronic mail.  I, hereby, the Company to send the 

following documents through my electronic mail address(e-mail address): ............................... 

in lieu of receiving documents from other channels. 

1. Confirmation Note (Securities trading and Derivative trading), Settlement 

Statement, Tax Invoice Copy 

2. Outstanding Securities Balance, Monthly Statement Account 

3. Notice of the request for Opening/Closing Account 

4. Notice of the request for Customer Information Change 

5. Receipt 

6. Withholding Tax Certificate 

7. Other documents such as Company’s Press Releases  

Furthermore, in case of my above electronic mail address is different from the previous 

electronic mail address which have been informed to the Company, I accepted and allowed 

the Company to record my above mentioned electronic mail address instead of the previous 

electronic mail address. Thereby, this shall be deem that this document is the notification of 

changing my electronic mail address to the Company. 

I accept and acknowledge that  

1. I have the responsibility to verify the accuracy of the data contained in all documents 

send by the Company thru my electronic mail address via electronic mail. Unless 

notification to the contrary is made within the Company’s specified period, it shall be 

deemed that the data contained in all documents is correct and I agreed and accepted 

the information contained in the documents sent by the Company. 

2. I accept among all risks which may occur from the electronic system causes without 

any claim for compensations or damages to the company. 

3. My above order will be effective from the date specified in this letter until I have 

cancel or change orders otherwise and notify the Company in writing. 

 

        …………………………… 

             Customer’s Signature 

 (                                         ) 

*Remark  

1. The company will initial send only the document no.1 and no.2 to the customer and will 

inform the customer respectively when the rest of the documents are finished. 

2. The sending of the electronic documents thru above mentioned customer’s electronic mail 

address shall be deem duly served to customer, regardless of whether the customer itself is in 

receipt of such document. Even if the company is unable to send to the customer due to full 

mail box or any change of the customer’s electronic mail address without notifying the 

Company in writing or other reasons, the sending of the electronic documents shall still be 

deemed duly served to and received by the customer if it is sent to the customer at the 

electronic mail address aforementioned.  


